ISTE STEM Activity:
Breaking Wind
Matthew Thaxter, Teq
Students will use the
allotted materials to
create an efficient
wind turbine.

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Hairdryer/box fan (low settings for both)
Index cards
Stirring straws
Transparent adhesive tape
Notepad

•

•

Data sheets https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j7PaDJDANyoPJ_BoSiFaSxJC7h0dAcg0Ce7XvOEFxI/edit?usp=sharing

•
•

4 bottle corks (small or medium size) -ORfoam marshmallows
3~4 small 0.5-6 volt DC motors
2 Labdiscs (GenSci and Physio)

Background context:
1. Explore the issue of renewable versus non-renewable resources.
• Fossil fuels, like oil and coal, are non-renewable, harmful to our environment, and politically
complicated to obtain. As such, we need to look to alternative sources of energy.
• We can use Earth’s natural elements — sunshine, water, and wind — to create the
electricity we use in our homes, offices, and other buildings.
• We harness wind power through the use of wind turbines. Wind turbines are made of four
basic components:
• Blades: The wind makes the blades spin.
• Rotor: As the blades spin, they turn a rotor.
• Shaft: The spinning rotor moves the shaft up and down.
• Generator: The moving shaft turns a generator, which creates power.

Activity
1. In today’s activity, we will use the materials available to us to create a prototype of a wind
turbine. We will examine how much energy our turbine creates by seeing how effectively it
generates electricity. We will analyze which blade design methods worked, and which did not.
Then, we’ll apply what we learned to general energy practices and discuss how wind energy
becomes a usable resource.
2. Assemble students into groups of 2-3, depending on class size.
3. Provide each individual or group with the following materials:
• Index Cards: 1-2 small pieces
• Card stock: 2-3 sheets of 8 ½ x 11, instructing students to save one sheet for the
evaluation stage of their prototype
• Paper: 2-3 sheets of 8 ½ x 11, instructing students to save one sheet for the evaluation
stage of their prototype
• Stirring Straws: 2-3
• Transparent adhesive tape: One roll of general clear tape
• Scissors: Two pairs
• String: 1-2 feet of twine/thread/other thread per group, with one 6-inch section per group
• Motor: One
• Protractor: One, with a rotating angle measure
4. Instructions:
• Each group will design the optimal windmill for maximum output of electricity.
• On paper, list all dimensions related to the blades.
Group Name

Length (cm)

Width (cm)

Pitch (degrees)

Current (v)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will assemble their design using only the materials given to create their wind
turbine.
Once designs have been created:
The motor will be placed 15” from the fan.
Stand support created by 3D printer to accommodate all the motors.
The fan will be turned on to the cool, low setting.
Labdisc probes will be attached to the motor leads to the external voltage/amperage clips
to measure the current being created.
Use the manual mode of the LabDiscs as students record the amount of current on the
chart.

5. After testing and scores are tallied, all data will be placed on a classroom-facing board for
students to evaluate the data collected.
• Discussion points:
• What design elements did the most effective turbines have (size, shape, etc.)?
• How do these elements translate into real-life wind turbines?
• What we’ve designed is a wind turbine. In an actual turbine, the power from the
blades generates power that runs the motor. How would you expand on this activity
in order to build a true wind turbine (with a wind source, a shaft that connects to the
motor, etc.)?

